Key Features of
CPR’s 2019 Administered Arbitration Rules
 The 2019 Rules adopt CPR's signature Screened Selection Process as the
default mechanism for Arbitrator selection, while providing other more
traditional options that the parties may contract for ( see Rule 5)
 The 2019 Rules provide for a single arbitrator for cases not exceeding $3
million unless the parties provide otherwise or CPR decides that the
case's complexity requires a tribunal
(Rule 5)
 In furtherance of its diversity and inclusion efforts, CPR's Young Lawyer
Rule has been added to the 2019 Rules, encouraging lead counsel to
permit more junior lawyers with significantly less arbitration
experience than lead counsel to examine witnesses at the hearing
and present argument (Rule 12)
 In recognition of the importance of encouraging settlement during the
course of arbitral proceedings, under the 2019 Rules CPR may reach out
to the parties during the arbitration to invite mediation (Rule 21)
 The revised Rules provide more fulsome guidance on Early Disposition of
issues, consistent with CPR's Guidelines on Early Disposition (Rule 12)
 In recognition of the importance of cyber security in arbitration, where
CPR has been in the forefront, serving in the Working Group on
Cybersecurity in International Arbitration along with ICCA and the
New York City Bar Association, the 2019 Rules suggest that
consideration should be given to cyber security issues in the preliminary
conference (Rule 9)

Contact us for more information
CPRNeutrals@cpradr.org
You may also call Citlalli Grace at +1.646.753.8230 or Helena Tavares Erickson at +1.646.753.8237
with any dispute-related inquiries.

About CPR
About the International Institute for Conflict Prevention and Resolution: Established in
1977, CPR is an independent nonprofit organization that helps global businesses prevent and
resolve commercial disputes effectively and efficiently.


CPR Dispute Resolution is an ADR provider offering quality, efficiency and integrity via
innovative and practical arbitration rules, mediation and other dispute resolution services
and procedures—as well as arbitrators, mediators and other neutrals, worldwide.



The CPR Institute, the world’s leading ADR think tank, positions CPR uniquely as a
thought leader, driving a global dispute resolution culture and utilizing its powerful
committee structure to develop cutting edge tools, training and resources. These efforts
are powered by the collective innovation of CPR’s membership—comprising top
corporations and law firms, academic and public institutions, and leading mediators and
arbitrators around the world.

Each part of this unique organization informs and enriches the whole, for the benefit of our
members and users. For more information, please visit www.cpradr.org.
For information on how to file a matter with CPR, see https://www.cpradr.org/dispute-resolutionservices/file-a-case.

